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Diablo 2 druid speedrun guide

Our beloved Daabo is coming back to 2, with many new teachings &amp; insights brought along. And it's just the right to share, which I've learned now. This Dabelow 2 guide is for resources for all d2 supplier resources related, covering a wide list of suggestions, strategies, resources, software, mods,
constructions and items. Another passed and ever extended guide-by-the-faraz Jafara table: Tips &amp; Command Simple Commands that make your life easier ctrl+ left to sell it click an item. Drag and drop more. Shift + Right-click on the scarel and plants while in the shop to fill your entire grave or belt
of this particular item. Shift + Click the plants left in your inventory so that they place themselves in your belt. Shift + No. 1-4 to help your purchase with your belt/nopickup and you will not pick up, unless you hold the alt. Ideal for mailletters/construction/players (1-8) increasing the difficulty of the game in
the singlyplayer, while increasing, communication &amp; drop rate (more later). Do not be greedy anti-malicious, but check it out. You never need pickup coins, especially during the first level. This save you a big deal of time in the long run and your levels are eliminated and progressed very quickly
through steps/levels. Only by learning what items are valuable you can increase the size of your sash very fast, without walking around like a farmer. Initial level items for pickup: throw away knife, stronglong gas/cracked butter, some blues, stools and uniques. Magic items such as charity, ringing and
reed are sold regardless of the figures. After overcoming poverty at the initial level, focusing on item values and flowing money to you now will not be the problem. Well, unless you can control you when it comes to the joa. Decent drops sell for 10+ vendors and just pick-up large pot (around 1k+ mark)
from elite sheep/owners. Open The Chats &amp; To open whether you are running at what stage or difficult, take the time to open the chats, the stones and brakes are visible under the jar. 40-50% drops of your magic item will be found in these hidden items. Even more important are the elite sheep and
owners. Learn a great job initially on your misguided words &amp; recipes. Getting acquainted with misguided words and recipes will be part of the process of being well prepared for high odds (dream &amp; hell) and soni in statistics &amp; skills to overcome your enemies. Knowing about the initial words
will help a lot, basically. General lying by initial level usually the words are moved by item to item level of objects = Sor + Al Nadir Level 13 Nef + Sor Sor Sor Scobet Level 15 A + Al + Eth Cochah Marine Level 17 + eth Address level 19 Trumpet + Resin Zefer level 21. + To waste + Till-pure thunder level



23 Eth + Resin + Sour Edge Level 25 Sour + Peace + Peace King level 25+ for peace + resin by a spirit level of 25+ + A level of insight 27 resin + sour+ can be done by 27 with each other only by finding bonus quest spout spouts using rewards to make use of how one is used correctly and can make it
very easy in some time. For example, I was able to get this from an Act2 perfect Falcon mask using the Act: Quest 5: The commercial reward tools that I saved. Useful Quests: I: Quest 1: Den of Evil-Free Respikaalasataon I: Quest 5: Tools of Trade-Samona Common Item V: Quest 1: Siege on Harrogata
– Add socket to a non-socketed item V: Quest 3: Ice gel-consistent + 10% resistive resistance for elemental opposition is difficult and unnecessary. You need to know that they are different for different classes/types of damage. This means that every class has its own set of unique latest points which need
to be understood by the player to increase their folder and ability. They apply to the following values: faster block rate, faster cast rate, faster kill recovery and increasing attack speed. Example: The wizard's level goes from 12 (@117 points) to a power rating required for the next @ 194 points to fast cast
rate, leaving a break of 77 points. Which means that if your gear is taking you to an unrealistic 187 points, you have failed to hit the next level and therefore ruin your figures. Read more about the latest points here. Resistance to damage is the other important thing to keep in mind, the damage is the
priority given to Resatanaqas. The general rule of thumb is electricity &gt; fire &gt; cold &gt; poison, being the most due to most power hitting. Every Act has its own kind of significant disadvantage and will have its own weaknesses to consider your construction or class. For example: A meli game means
that you will need to give greater priority to cold damage resistance due to a decrease in the speed of the attack of frozen effects. Bonus suggestions from major instruments of The Daabo 2 trade rewards should be saved later in the game. The item is tagged on your four levels so if you use it in 80 you
will find amazing level 80 items instead of low level items that you will move faster. Leave the optional areas (usually the swaying and caves like the Swampy pit in Act 3). Unless you need the level, it's best to leave it because you'll normally level up in the story. Hard in hell, some of them convert edifying
areas into the best places to form, such as the pit in the Tomva Islands. These areas are level 85 areas, which provides access to the best drop when searching for magic. The tremez drops player is maximum at 1, so form this @ P1. The chats get better when you're in high player difficulty. Hell has the
pain of low sopercaistus, especially your characters are the best place in the game to run p8 continuously. The level level singllaplayer in The Singliplayer level was increasingly painful during the days of Nupji and for a reason I always Battle.net the game. /8 command after learning about players which
as well as increases the galaxy difficulty, communication gain and drop rate. The surface has become a wind. By this time it is very common for you to hit level 20 to finish the job. It is not mentioned that you will be better prepared and have a strong build due to increase in drop rates. Can only move
through the best-up/player 8 (tough mode) easily planning ahead and keeping your wits about you. Otherwise/try to increase the players difficulty to get 3, 5 or 7 bonuses still drop rates. This action for fighters to go is due to their useful roles (prayer, defensive &amp; maybe). However, every purchase can
still be used to cover for your built weaknesses and you should be selected based on this element as you move forward and improve your strategic thinking. There are resources to check: Why did you create this website, general purchase data wide? I want to help add to D2 Spedirunaning. I hope this
page can explain in simple detail that someone will need to know from effective runs. What can you do in Daaaalu II? This SRL rules are as follows as long as you can start whatever type you want. Popular varieties will probably be a game to kill the common torch with a dorsal, sorcerer, or dravida. It can
be either on mother or hard-nosed, players 1/player 8/player x. You may race to kill a specific enemy, find a specific item, build specific characters, use suicide with sacrifice or fire, die at a specific location, or get a specific amount of death without an otomap. Simanted also has a web page along with this.
Although you can't run with symmanted runs, you can still make your own. Are not maps always randomly generated? For degrees. The game has custom is the most-specific of the printers which are very easy to learn (check the map setting page). When you are mastering these samples you will try to
walk solid, almost every. Is there not too much RGN G in Daaalu II? There is, but it can keep the game fresh, keep the spedirunaning. Technical expertise and important decision making is still a huge part of how fast that will end. Besides different types of opportunities, RGNG in Daaalu II can keep each
generation unique and interesting. What timer is that everyone is using? It is called WSplit. You can find it here. There are many ways that you can customize it to make it unique as you want. Then is the set allowed? Absolutely. You can save as many times as you want and out of your strategy. The only
discount is if you were doing a run on the SRL where no One specifically points to S/Eno. Why is there a sound inside the skull of The Daaalou? Fasting has to go. This game is a runpage on The Sdi! I guess someone should start this page. Feel free to add and edit. I think it divided into the following
types Should: Makes the viable (makes it viable... To run a fast, if you play The Daablow 2 entertainment purposes or Especially online, their construction will be particularly effective. And generally more unique and fun to boot!) Amazon Javazaon: (Amazon which uses just Javalance) mostly focuses on
when, power strike, and blame. A point in the main strike should be good with enough diversion. The gloves that join The Skills of Julian Through can be achieved later in the game through the casino. Sure to find them. The Hatya Tarsan: (The palm that uses the network skill tree) focuses after the fire
explosion and fire. To maximum FRW, burst of speed is essential. + Network weapons can play late. The ismani can work in power building 100% better than creating a fire. Shadow Master is always like a good oskill for owners. Samani Bones Nepro: (Gentlemen who use the bones and poison-mastered
trees) focuses on the tooth, the leaves of the bones, and the explosion of the body. No saman from Oskill Gear. The early gentlemen with the saljho+ teeth need head and later the head can be implemented with oskill curses if needed. Bones are not applicable as the bones of the spirit. A point in mud
roses can help slow down owners in a 100%. Slow-down will be a deity in hell. The Malektank: (designed for the malekwho has an incredible amount of health and defense) mostly focus on Bush, double-swaying, and catching. Good oskill is essential for constant lying of uncracked helps and keep the rate
of the zinc more substantial. + Jump attack items can save time in some areas of the game. Maybe 100% is not good to run, but enough gear and pure weapons skills can change that. Not for the heart's limitless. Wizardsun: (The wizard who uses The Asmani Lightning Skill-Tree) mostly focuses on
electricity and China's asmani electricity. It is initially very dependent on hitting the maximum damage potential. Fireball: (the wizard who uses fire skills) mostly focuses on fire bolts and fireball. The leaf is very viable because of it. The return of the immutable begins at 100%. Metorb Sun: (I think you'll
guess this one out...) either freezes with fire or alka. Too little spread for any % run, but it's great to take non-CI/FI congestion with relative ease in the build-up late game. Dravid al-Mantlast: (Dravida who uses elemental skill tree) fire storm and focus on. No somin shaped oskill gear. The benefits of
Werewolf in FRW do not make up for lost skill points or min. Oskill Paltus is essential, although not necessary in the initial game (Fire Storm is great for an early spell). Balls can get a cyclone stoned in 100% if they want to make things easier (and the spheris). Werewolf: (Dravida tree that shifts in shape)
focuses on lecantropi and Feral anger. With good pdsc gear, the rebadge can be very beneficial for the crowd. Oskill Paltis is essential on the initial. If gear is being very well---swayed, then this construction is very easy I can do this way. Paladan Zyalot: (I think you'll guess this one out...) focus ing on
excitement and... It is. Need a haal. Attack Attacks This becomes a limited factor for this run. There is nothing until gear is also up to 100%. Darab: (I think you'll find this one too...) focus on the charge and kill. The rating of the attack is not important here, but its blow is emphasized. Not viable for 100%
unless you can roll out the best possible items in a fast manner. Makes non-viable (as listed above, it's not that it will not work construction, it's just that they're too complicated to run faster. If you plan to run speed with one, proceed carefully.) Amazon Bowazons: Depending on gear for normal runs, 100%
depends on the tank in runs too. Doriel will end this idea. Hatya Kaksans: Terrible loss to speed ratio in the short term. A 100% would be enough if it was better crowd control or a. Demand: No direct control over loss production in short run. Group runs are only viable, unless a merc can be somehow
onthe other side or other. Maleksh Singer: There is no reliable skill under 21, making any % very disservice. 100% great for group run, but it doesn't mean to solo without built-in religious gear. Sorcerers: Just good with a completely sanergis mohana. The group would be good to run, but building it could
do a lot more than just build other mailies/support. Dravid ad-dravida: No good loss until the late game. Alasky/Veribear: As a tank until the late game is only viable, unless you consider using the shake wave to lower the boss hp. Paladan Hammardan: Also gear dependency, also dependent on the min.
Absolutely terrible in killing anything in general. Oradaan: Late games are needed or other paladaans to disable. The general sinuous terms that you should know at any time in terms of The Daaaalu 2, if you hear about someone who is in the case of lichang they usually refer to the way of the Yankong
experience. The term in the zinc game was exactly what the snoring-like creature does in real life, it continues to load free while a biology off the pagibex and suck the energy out of its host. The same is in The Lichang D2, if someone is fighting an owner, and you hit him again, technically, when they
killed him, you will get 1% of your communication loss. You did not have to kill the other 99% of this owner, and yet you still got free loaded and treasure kit. Compatibility is a word that states when you collect two things, and together they are individually more than the amount of each of them. Tank tank
ing was usually a term of the boss based online game (world of concerts). At some point someone found that Bossaing (or the Hunting Owners Act) was most effective when they broke it into science. Your players were in four classes that created the team that fight the boss. Tank, DPS, support, and
healing. Tank (term once again get from the real life example of a tank, in a sense, something Fucking fucking in terms of unreliable Defence/Life/Health/Coach) First of all, boss was busy and all loss wrapped up, all of them were players to keep safe. And it does not necessarily have to be of any damage,
just enough to keep the owner's attention. In D2, the maily classes are the only ones that make up the viable tank, however, a tank does not have to be built specifically to hunt owners. Obviously they are just ridiculous in height if the regular mob of the monks is attacking them, and that's what ends up
mentality. A( commonly called sheep control) or the area of effect is a term used to describe mantras or skills that only the name shows: an area. Turn words to understand the meaning; Impact area, which affects some area. A direct attack towards one or a group of the galaxy that will do no skill damage
in D2. Only a few names; Dravida, the firewall of the wizard, the blessed hammer of Paladaan, or even the malyksh a bubula. Sometimes called mob attacks (when more than one enemy is running around, players usually refer to groups of the monks as one mob), sometimes called group attacks, or
attacks; However you cut it, a lot of the galaxy shaves a multi-attack mentality in a multi-attack idea in a way that will tackle a huge amount of damage. (Danu being the main word, these attacks are not just deployed to launch a monsters attack. Generally, at least...). The joa in D2 is very unique in the
sense that you are actually in the bargain with gold, as you are in real life, but the rewards you have got are a little different. An NPC is called Aghadin in which you can trade with items that are unknown and extremely expensive, however, can be too big to pay. So if you see that a guide try to get some
good paladan gear somewhere you know they talk to The Ghadid and try to score big by getting some good paladan saheeh. (Note: An item will be good or bad is already counted, and you have to buy it before you know it anyway. It can be dangerous and usually expensive). Hotkeys of Hotkeys can
understand if you just flip words around you; Hot, hot keys, which are hot keys, warm the keys on your keyboard. In D2, all the skills and mantras you can get a little bit awesome, especially because of all your individuals you must be able to change in demand. If you use fire-based attack, and you replace
the immune galaxy from fire on the horizon, you must be able to switch a different skill rather than later. If you press the game in S, you can open a panel that shows all your skills, now if you are your mouse on one, and press an event key (f1 via f12) it will help you to your skills. That means after you do
that, you can walk around the game, and if you press it that you have assigned it, it allows f2, then it gives you the right to this skill. It is highly recommended that you Hatt skills, or you At least. The only thing that goes astray is saying that a very unique thing called Edward was included in D2. Some items
are sockets in them, meaning that between one and six slots that you can put gems or misleading ones to increase the stuff. However, with misleading words, pre-existing recipes make the inbalioable gear strong. Generally, some players will be given short eword names in articles/leaders only in such a
way that it is difficult to follow them all. For example, the heart of board-ok is generally called as a HotO so if you didn't know that instruction, you would be very confused. It's a good thing you have to do a good job to familiarise ye with a few, or at least select a few ones that you want to hunt down. At the
top of my head, I know if you have a body coach that has 3 sockets in it, and you are put in a sah, an arunby, and a little bit to do that (in this order, the EAA words will go exactly in the order they say) you will get. And the coach will give you + 1 teleport, even for classes like Maleksh. So you can see how
powerful this process can be, just a two-step process to find weapons/coach with the right number of sockets, and then find what you need. (Note: You may find a link to all the X and their full list of attributes). Put some on switch in The Dabelow 2, (I'm sure this feature is only in expansion, the owner of
the disaster) you can have two sets of weapons equipped at a time. You can be a sword and moulded, and even after that there is a two-hand axis equipped at the same time, and you just switch with Hotchi W. So if someone says your gear should be an Amazon for example for a julian through and the
slope, and a daissonant on switch. What they mean is that you should be equipped with two, and switch between two W, when it's necessary, this type of relationship with hot keys. (Protype: It is most effectively used when you have a weapon that gives you + speed or + skills so you can only keep it out
when you need it, and switch your regular weapons almost immediately, still maintain ingthe snow). Buffs reject any skill that your character/role of a detective is commonly called leather. (Note: Passive skills do not count, because you can't do them on someone or on your own). For example, All the
paladin spouts are considered, as they help others out in a positive way, to make them stronger. Anything that increases the speed, or health, or defense of the attack, is considered to be a biff. (Protrip: Before a boss fight, the bofafing-up spends almost a special amount of time, it almost always has the
difference between getting an easy victory and gone because you have forgotten to put your God on the Daj Min Shield). Speed Strategy and Technique One that is unique from The Dablo II SP Map Setup LAN/Bnet The deleted character uses the same map layout Create. Once you've entered the work
with your character, a map has already spread out of the large pool of potential maps. The rolling map setting is called as a seed. The bad thing about it is that each run will be used by different maps, meaning that individual planning and spelling has to be put before it. The good thing about this is that the
map can be continuously rearranged for better setting, shrine places, and crowded places. Once you have implemented the map, you will have to scout the appropriate amount to make sure that the layout speed and performance will be performed. A character discovery map/backpoint access role is
located in secure files, meaning that the unexplored map can be backed up after creating the character. Once it is done, just through the game (or by hero's dating, save time) will determine whether the map is worth it. Once a proper map has been found, make a copy of the map setting before talking with
the original map data. According to Suga, you can determine the map badge that your character has implemented using the data to read your d2s file. Running The Daafollow II with command line -Seed * (where * seed number is given/required) will create all new letters that bind the layout of this map.
Later removing the command on the load allows the map to still be changed to new classes while the map will be retained. The item and shrine as well as all the shrines, health, and shrines of the mann are completely manapolatbali (apparently). Use the perfect setting of the shrines for The Rarawall. Joa
Windows will refresh after every full transaction until another person is within a certain distance of the vendor. If a group is trying to play a gambling, the remaining groups will be closed. Similarly, non-jube sway can be said, such as buying pre-identified blues or trying to import certain items. Some chats
have a lot more TC than the chats around them. It should be very clear in the initial Act 1 and The Taermiz Tower, and it can be used to roll out full-floor sets, gems, or rare items for money. Click Shortcut Keys Shift will cost all points, fill the belt, and fill the tomes. Remove/move the equipped belt to plants
immediately, buy for three row belts and speed up. For two row belts (Shashes and light belts), buying one plants immediately is fast. Hotski skills when you have time to do so. Museiwhale will cycle through hotkiyad skills on the fly. Try to keep each other gear set for a shortcut to the baffas and meli
tradieoffs. Shift + Number feed to your purchase. Feed your poor people and you will probably save time and money. Shift+ Click attacks you in place. Use it to keep your melon characters in your sweet spot or the chance to kill the goats when a new galaxy gets closer. You can also use it for blind fire
mantra without targeted enemies. Lemon in the face The cartoon sinofa of the soul in the face and the infinitude. Cartoon cartoons in The Ansans Face. Everything goes off with a snout. Farming areas: With proper or poison worship places, this area can be cut to 6 levels with relative ease. Tristramp:
Champions and Uniques close proximity makes for great levels up to 12. 100% runs is only usable. Taermiz: Especially good communication for its location in the first act, this area gets double-profit when looking for a stray from the turmies. Inner backbone: The Bones-Reh high communication is
surrounded by a minimum amount of congestion and there are high chances for leaving great early game items. Far Oasis: The Batleborst and their crowd provides 18 well on the communication level. The Valley of The Magi/False Graves: Great Experience benefits up to level 18 for non-construction,
and each tomb contains a high TC sine. The Flyr Forest: The Bigger Crowd of The Flyers and like are chara for any passing runer. Flame River: Helleforga always drops a rinco through specific allophilvalues. In the run of 100% of these runs otherwise become a disuse. Use javalance in Act 1! Always
return successful efforts until you can replace them with better content! The skinmost place to get useful items is the tremitude, fall to the resin and usually have the highest chance for those low in the game. Getting random from a resin is impossible before some point of view in The Drop Act 3, and yet so
is the very fate-dependency. Chances of hitting more than one related table in a 1-player game: El 50.0569972 % For 35.7066925 % Trumpet 29.8937898 % Eth 21.4034589% Nef 20.6893889% . A 18.0724854% resin 14.6487044% Chances for two fits are less than just wasting the relevant prospects.
When going for the macocosa and trumpet + resin (leaves), do not accept a class with the trumpet + Eth, because it is very difficult to get one at the same time. Shoes for Speeder, it is necessary to run fast. Get some shoes with fast running.\nGet some shoes. It's not quite a long time on the sorcery/rare
objects, but there are a couple of alternatives: Hsaros' Iron Hell (Set Chain Shoes): Beach 3, 30 str, 20% Run, 25% Fire Resistance Gorifote (Unique Heavy Shoes): Beach 9, 18 str, 20% Run, 2% Manalych, + 2 Jump (Maleksh only), 0% Magic with other subces find in the same player game, drop
chances are as follows: Source Hsars Gorifot Anereal (Quest) 1:92 1:140 Harel (regularly) 1:2 05 1:321 Others have their best prospects in both shoes as 1:2000 or worse 1:4000 or worse, the two are the two tutorials (quest-drop), possible to meet one or the other. Here are some run speed for the
competition, including an additional increase in the original running speed by equipping 20 percent shoes. Type No Al-Simanaia/w 20% Shoes 25% Velvet Marine 45% Both normal 6.68 + 11.3% 6.84 7.36 + 7.6% Beach 1 High speed burst 6.52 7.2 + 10.4% 7.36 7.88 + 7.1% In running current hethera
speed~ 55 minutes post-indaal game play. If half of it is running, getting fast shoes will save around 2 minutes. The second point in the burst of the speed of drowning is approximately ~ 45 seconds running, but Lose time due to low loss production. You can buy a claw with + 1 shadow in Act 2 on Kll 15
and put it on the switch-if the purchase can be fast enough, it can save a few seconds tomorrow. Helmet Taranalam: lvlq 15 can be dropped with a chance of 1:800 less than mephisto/dablu, can be gamled with 1 chance: 10.000. Both are not viable. Rare carclet: +1 to &lt;skilltree&gt; lvlreq 15, as it
appears during the carclet joa can be done as frequently. Possibilities: figures lvlreq chance when unusual chance when magic +1 to &lt;skilltree &gt; 15 1:61 to 1:831 + 1 &lt;skilltree &gt;, 10% fast run 15 1:2.112 1:449.940 + 1, &lt;skilltree&gt;20% fast run (16!! 1:864 1:184.066 + 1 to &lt;skilltree&gt;, any
fast running around 15 or 16 1:613 1:130.627 this may be the havehs if the white carletis is dropped quickly enough. An alternative to this is Nadir Eiword (Nefiter) for the shadow curtain charges. The Cause Advance Act does not work forgotten in owners, super uni (including the baal wave owners) and
the chaos holy. What you see here for example is what is possible. + 1 &lt;Skilltree&gt; (i.e. + 1 network) with the selected kll are portable at 15 and requires 20 aole (item level). When the joa is randomly selected between the aulul (kll-5) and (kll + 4), then theoretically you can so a badge in the kll 16, but
9 10 will not need to be approved. When the aulis are too high, your chances for hitting the required skill tree are between 1:100 and 1:200. The eye of The Aitlaqa is much less considered (best chance: dorel with 1:1200), and even ~ 1700 joa classes (Kall 16) are faster than 1200 daul snares. In the
current high speed drive, the killing of the Joa a + 1 network will cause a little more damage than two compatibility points from the indijuation. Undying &lt;/Skilltree&gt;&lt;/skilltree&gt;&lt;/skilltree&gt;&lt;/skilltree&gt;&lt;/skilltree&gt;&lt;/skilltree&gt;&lt;/skilltree&gt;
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